The course introduces students to one of the most ethnically and linguistically diverse areas of the world: to New Guinea, the second largest island in the world. New Guinea divides between a western half, which comprises two provinces of Indonesia (West Papua and the larger province, Papua), and an eastern half, which, since 1975, when Australia relinquished colonial control, has been the Independent State of Papua New Guinea. The course provides exposure to both halves, but, because of the relative dearth of reading materials in English on Papua and West Papua, it favors Papua New Guinea (PNG), which is where the instructor does her research. Course materials are divided between readings and films that reflect cultures and societies as they were before contact and colonialism and readings and films that depict contemporary cultures and societies. There is, then, a kind of “before”-and-“after”-colonialism contrast built into the course.

Expected learning outcomes include knowledge about the following:
- warfare and violence: it’s a man’s world
- ritual, art, and the body: Asmat headhunting (Indonesia)
- gender, sexualities, marriage, and the body (PNG highlands and Papuan variations)
- male initiation ritual
- Gebusi sorcery and the resurgence of sorcery and witchcraft in the PNG highlands
- exchange and prestige
- first contact and WW II exposure to the wider world
- Indonesian colonialism in Papua/West Papua
- cargo cults and millenarian movements
- the Gebusi’s penchant for change
- development and new cultural trends
- violence against women
- mining and its impacts in an era of human rights

Readings, films, and powerpoint lectures
We will read the book The Gebusi: Lives Transformed in a Rainforest World, 4th edition, by Bruce Knauft. Books are available for purchase in the UO Bookstore and one has been placed on reserve in the Knight Library (PB Biersack A 1). All other readings will be available on Canvas. Most of the films that will be screened in class will be available through Knight Library Reserves and/or on Canvas. When you watch the films, you should take notes, as you will be asked about the films on exams. All powerpoint lectures will be posted on Canvas after class.

Performance requirements
There will be a sit-down midterm (4-28-16) and a final (6-8-16). The midterm will be worth 30% of your grade, and the final will be worth 40% of your grade. Students will be given a study guide for each exam, and there will be a review session. The exams will cover powerpoint/lectures, readings, and films. The final will be comprehensive.
You should make it your business to be present for these exams. You will need to inform anyone who is handling your travel arrangements of what the time and day of the final is. Excuses such as “My grandfather bought me a ticket that requires I leave Eugene before the final” will not be accepted, since you know as of the first day of the class when the final will be (or the midterm, for that matter) and it is your responsibility to inform your relatives of these dates and make it clear that you are tied up until the exams are over. Make-ups will be administered only if the student supplies complete documentation for an acceptable excuse for missing an exam, and the make-ups will be harder than the original exams.

In addition, students will be asked to write two response papers. The first will cover the film First Contact, in the context of other course materials. Guidelines for the response paper will be posted on Canvas on 4-14-16; turn in your paper in class on 4-21-16. The second will ask you to discuss the film Joe Leahy’s Neighbors, in the context of other course materials. Guidelines for the response paper will be posted on Canvas on 5-12-16; you should turn in the paper in class on 5-19-16. The film will be screened and discussed in class. This may seem like an added burden but it will help you prepare for the midterm and final. Each such response exercise will be worth 15% of your grade.

Students will get bonus points for contributing knowledgeably to classroom discussion.

How to succeed in taking the midterm and final
These will combine short answer and essay exams. You will have a study guide, but it will contain no actual questions, only an indication of what you need to bone up on for the exam.

Rubric for the essay component of the midterm and final

Excellent (A): Excellent coverage of the materials (lecture/powerpoint, readings, and films); ideas are clearly expressed, with few misspellings; the questions asked are completely answered. Coverage of the materials you are being tested on is only excellent if you are able to demonstrate a grasp of the powerpoint/lecture materials and film as well as a knowledge of the reading materials that goes beyond any use of these in the powerpoint/lecture materials. In other words, getting an A in the course requires your doing the assigned readings and retaining information from them. Posted on Blackboard will be questions pertaining to each reading. You will be expected to know the answers to these questions on the exams.

Good (B): Solid coverage of the materials the test covers (lecture/powerpoint, readings, and films); the questions asked are for the most part answered.

Poor (C and D): Adequate but spotty coverage of the materials the test covers (lecture/powerpoint, readings, and films); the questions asked are just barely answered.

Failing (F): Shows an inadequate grasp of the course materials; does not answer the questions asked.

Grades
Grades will be posted on Canvas. The numerical value of various grades (A, B, C, etc.) will be determined after the midterm. If you make frequent and sensible contributions to classroom discussion, you will receive a boost in your term-end letter grade.

Special accommodation
Those who require special accommodation should contact the Office of Accessible Education, 164 Oregon Hall (541 346-1155).
Electronic devices
All electronic devices are to be turned off as long as you are in the classroom.

Classroom behavior
Attendance is not required. Those who do come to class should be prepared to learn and to participate as needed. At all times students should show one another as well as the instructor respect. This means no side talk, no inappropriate use of electronic devices (including the computer), and no eating. Those who are disruptive in class will be reported to the Office of Student Conduct and Community Affairs (relevant URL: http://uodos.uoregon.edu/StudentConductandCommunityStandards/tabid/68/Default.aspx).

COURSE OF STUDY

Week one

March 29, 2016 Introduction to New Guinea

March 31, 2016 Beyond relativism: paradoxes and it’s a man’s world


Week two

April 5, 2016 Headhunting, art, and the body: the Marind (or Marind-Anim) and the Asmat of Papua, Indonesia


"The Search for Michael Rockefeller: Behind the Scenes." Online: https://vimeo.com/100234675

April 7, 2016 Male maturation rituals in the PNG highlands; male sexuality

Knauft, chapters 5 and 6.


Film clip: Guardians of the Flutes

Week three

April 12, 2016 Exchange; Gebusi sorcery: the upside and downside of Gebusi exchange


Film Clip: Off the Verandah: Malinowski

April 14, 2016 First contact in the New Guinea highlands


Film: First Contact (VT 01410); online: https://vimeo.com/51548963

Guidelines for the first response paper will be posted on Canvas by the end of the day.

Week four

April 19, 2016 Guest presentation: Mr. Lucas Erickson The Dark Side of the Greatest War

Hinz, E. Pacific Island Battlegrounds of World War II, chapter 8.

April 21, 2016 Contact and cargo cults

Turn in your first response paper in class.


Film: Angels of War

**Week five**

*April 26, 2016 Review for midterm*

*April 28, 2016 Midterm*

Bring a green book and a pen.

**Week six**

*May 3, 2016 Colonialism East and West*

Most of the readings will be on West Papua; readings TBA.

*May 5, 2016 Change among the Gebusi*

Knauft, chapters 7-10.

**Week 7**

*May 10, 2016 The cultural trends of development I*

Knauft, chapters 11 and 12.


*May 12, 2016 The cultural trends of development II*

Screening and discussion of Joe Leahy's Neighbors (VT 01781)

Guidelines for your response paper on Joe Leahy's Neighbors and related materials will be posted on Canvas by the end of 5-12-16. This is due in no later than 5-19-16 in class.
Week 8

May 17, 2016  Youth, crime, the resurgence of tribal warfare


May 19, 2016  Women today I


One reading TBA


Turn in your second response paper in class.

Week nine

May 24, 2016  Women today II; mining in Papua New Guinea and Papua


“Below a Mountain of Wealth, a River of Waste”

**May 26, 2016 Mining in Papua New Guinea**


Biersack, Aletta. 2016. “‘Olgeta Meri Ikat Raits?’ (All Women Have Rights?)” EnviroSociety. Online: www.envirosociety.com/2016/01/olgeta-meri-igat-raits-all-women-have-rights

**Week 10**

**May 31 and June 2, 2016 Preparation for the final**

**Finals week**

**June 8, 2016 Final exam 12:30-2:20 pm in room 104 Condon Hall**

Bring a green book and a pen.
Restrictions on use of study guides

The study guides for exams are for the use of individual students. These should not be posted online. Anyone caught posting a course study guide online and/or filling it out will flunk the course and will be reported to the Office of Student Conduct. Note that the University of Oregon includes among its definitions of Academic Misconduct the “[g]iving or receiving of **unauthorized help** in an academic exercise” (emphasis added).

Also note:

Selling, preparing, or distributing for any commercial purpose course lecture notes or video or audio recordings of any course unless authorized by the University in advance and explicitly permitted by the course instructor in writing. The unauthorized sale or commercial distribution of course notes or recordings by a student is a violation of these Policies whether or not it was the student or someone else who prepared the notes or recordings.

Copying for any commercial purpose handouts, readers or other course materials provided by an instructor as part of a University of California course unless authorized by the University in advance and explicitly permitted by the course instructor or the copyright holder in writing (if the instructor is not the copyright holder).

“One People, One Soul . . . Free Papua”
(http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NapsxHQxfCs)

"The Prime Minister Speaks Out about West Papua"
(http://www.actnowpng.org/blog/png-prime-minister-speaks-west-papua#.VNgeRI CGWoE.facebook)